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Abstract

Solving the bilevel optimization problem in (1) is challenging due to the complicated dependency of the
upper-level problem on
induced by ŵS⇤ ( ). This
difficulty is further aggravated when and w are highdimensional, precluding the use of black-box optimization techniques such as grid/random search [3] and
Bayesian optimization [4, 5].

INTRODUCTION

Bilevel optimization has been recently revisited as a
theoretical framework for designing and analyzing algorithms for hyperparameter optimization [1] and meta
learning [2]. Mathematically, these problems can be
formulated as a stochastic optimization problem with
an equality constraint (see Section 1.1):
min F ( ) := ES [fS (ŵS⇤ ( ), )]
s.t.

ŵS⇤ ( ) ⇡ arg min gS (w, )

Byron Boots

upper-level objective, gS is the sampled lower-level objective, and S is a random variable called the context.
The notation ⇡ means that ŵS⇤ ( ) equals the unique
return value of a prespecified iterative algorithm (e.g.
gradient descent) that approximately finds a local minimum of gS . This algorithm is part of the problem
definition and can also be parametrized by (e.g. step
size). The motivation to explicitly consider the approximate solution ŵS⇤ ( ) rather than an exact minimizer wS⇤
of gS is that wS⇤ is usually not available in closed form.
This setup enables to account for the imperfections
of the lower-level optimization algorithm.

Bilevel optimization has been recently revisited for designing and analyzing algorithms
in hyperparameter tuning and meta learning tasks. However, due to its nested structure, evaluating exact gradients for highdimensional problems is computationally challenging. One heuristic to circumvent this difficulty is to use the approximate gradient given
by performing truncated back-propagation
through the iterative optimization procedure
that solves the lower-level problem. Although
promising empirical performance has been reported, its theoretical properties are still unclear. In this paper, we analyze the properties
of this family of approximate gradients and
establish sufficient conditions for convergence.
We validate this on several hyperparameter
tuning and meta learning tasks. We find that
optimization with the approximate gradient
computed using few-step back-propagation
often performs comparably to optimization
with the exact gradient, while requiring far
less memory and half the computation time.
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where w and are the parameter and the hyperparameter, F and fS are the expected and the sampled
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Recently, first-order bilevel optimization techniques
have been revisited to solve these problems. These
methods rely on an estimate of the Jacobian r ŵS⇤ ( )
to optimize . Pedregosa [6] and Gould et al. [7] assume
that ŵS⇤ ( ) = wS⇤ and compute r ŵS⇤ ( ) by implicit
di↵erentiation. By contrast, Maclaurin et al. [8] and
Franceschi et al. [9] treat the iterative optimization
algorithm in the lower-level problem as a dynamical
system, and compute r ŵS⇤ ( ) by automatic di↵erentiation through the dynamical system. In comparison,
the latter approach is less sensitive to the optimality of
ŵS⇤ ( ) and can also learn hyperparameters that control
the lower-level optimization process (e.g. step size).
However, due to superlinear time or space complexity
(see Section 2.2), neither of these methods is applicable
when both and w are high-dimensional [9].
Few-step reverse-mode automatic di↵erentiation [10,
11] and few-step forward-mode automatic di↵erentiation [9] have recently been proposed as heuristics to
address this issue. By ignoring long-term dependencies,
the time and space complexities to compute approximate gradients can be greatly reduced. While exciting
empirical results have been reported, the theoretical
properties of these methods remain unclear.
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In this paper, we study the theoretical properties
of these truncated back-propagation approaches. We
show that, when the lower-level problem is locally
strongly convex around ŵS⇤ ( ), on-average convergence
to an ✏-approximate stationary point is guaranteed
by O(log 1/✏)-step truncated back-propagation. We
also identify additional problem structures for which
asymptotic convergence to an exact stationary point is
guaranteed. Empirically, we verify the utility of this
strategy for hyperparameter optimization and meta
learning tasks. We find that, compared to optimization
with full back-propagation, optimization with truncated back-propagation usually shows competitive performance while requiring half as much computation
time and significantly less memory.
1.1

Applications

Hyperparameter Optimization The goal of hyperparameter optimization [12, 13] is to find hyperparameters for an optimization problem P such that the
approximate solution ŵ⇤ ( ) of P has low cost c(ŵ⇤ ( ))
for some cost function c. In general, can parametrize
both the objective of P and the algorithm used to
solve P . This setup is a special case of the bilevel optimization problem (1) where the upper-level objective
c does not depend directly on . In contrast to meta
learning (discussed below), c can be deterministic [9].
See Section 4.2 for examples.
Many low-dimensional problems, such as choosing the
learning rate and regularization constant for training
neural networks, can be e↵ectively solved with grid
search. However, problems with thousands of hyperparameters are increasingly common, for which gradientbased methods are more appropriate [8, 14].
Meta Learning Another important application of
bilevel optimization, meta learning (or learning-tolearn) uses statistical learning to optimize an algorithm
A over a distribution of tasks T and contexts S:
min ET ES|T [cT (A (S))] .

(2)

It treats A as a parametric function, with hyperparameter , that takes task-specific context information
S as input and outputs a decision A (S). The goal
of meta learning is to optimize the algorithm’s performance cT (e.g. the generalization error) across tasks
T through empirical observations. This general setup
subsumes multiple problems commonly encountered
in the machine learning literature, such as multi-task
learning [15, 16] and few-shot learning [17, 18, 19].
Bilevel optimization emerges from meta learning when
the algorithm computes A (S) by internally solving
a lower-level minimization problem with variable w.
The motivation to use this class of algorithms is that

the lower-level problem can be designed so that, even
for tasks T distant from the training set, A falls
back upon a sensible optimization-based approach [20,
11]. By contrast, treating A as a general function
approximator relies on the availability of a large amount
of meta training data [21, 22].
In other words, the decision is A (S) = (ŵS⇤ ( ), )
where ŵS⇤ ( ) is an approximate minimizer of some
function gS (w, ). Therefore, we can identify
ET |S [cT (ŵS⇤ ( ), )] =: fS (ŵS⇤ ( ), )

(3)

and write (2) as (1).1 Compared with , the lowerlevel variable w is usually task-specific and fine-tuned
based on the given context S. For example, in few-shot
learning, a warm start initialization or regularization
function ( ) can be learned through meta learning, so
that a task-specific network (w) can be quickly trained
using regularized empirical risk minimization with few
examples S. See Section 4.3 for an example.

2
2.1

BILEVEL OPTIMIZATION
Setup

Let 2 RN and w 2 RM . We consider solving (1) with
first-order methods that sample S (like stochastic gradient descent) and focus on the problem of computing
the gradients for a given S. Therefore, we will simplify the notation below by omitting the dependency
of variables and functions on S and (e.g. we write
ŵS⇤ ( ) as ŵ⇤ and gS as g). We use dx to denote the
total derivative with respect to a variable x, and rx
to denote the partial derivative, with the convention
that r f 2 RN and r ŵ⇤ 2 RN ⇥M .
To optimize , stochastic first-order methods use estimates of the gradient d f = r f + r ŵ⇤ rŵ⇤ f . Here
we assume that both r f 2 RN and rŵ⇤ f 2 RM
are available through a stochastic first-order oracle,
and focus on the problem of computing the matrixvector product r ŵ⇤ rŵ⇤ f when both and w are
high-dimensional.
2.2

Computing the hypergradient

Like [8, 9], we treat the iterative optimization algorithm
that solves the lower-level problem as a dynamical
system. Given an initial condition w0 = ⌅0 ( ) at t = 0,
the update rule can be written as2
wt+1 = ⌅t+1 (wt , ),
1

ŵ⇤ = wT

(4)

We have replaced ET ES|T with ES ET |S , which is valid
since both describe the expectation over the joint distribution. The algorithm A only perceives S, not T .
2
For notational simplicity, we consider the case where wt is
the state of (4); our derivation can be easily generalized
to include other internal states, e.g. momentum.
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Table 1: Comparison of the additional time and space
to compute d f = r f + r ŵ⇤ rŵ⇤ f , where 2 RN ,
w 2 RM , and c = c(M, N ) is the time complexity
to compute the transition function ⌅. † Checkpointing
doubles the constant in time complexity, compared
with other approaches.
Method
FMD
RMD
Checkpointing
p
every T steps†
K-RMD

Time

Space

Exact

O(cN T )
O(cT )
O(cT † )

O(M N )
O(MpT )
O(M T )

X
X
X

O(cK)

O(M K)

in which ⌅t defines the transition and and T is the
number iterations performed. For example, in gradient
descent, ⌅t+1 (wt , ) = wt
t ( )rw g(wt , ), where
(
)
is
the
step
size.
t
By unrolling the iterative update scheme (4) as a computational graph, we can view ŵ⇤ as a function of and
compute the required derivative d f [23]. Specifically,
it can be shown by the chain rule3
PT
d f = r f + t=0 Bt At+1 · · · AT rŵ⇤ f
(5)

where At+1 = rwt ⌅t+1 (wt , ), Bt+1 = r ⌅t+1 (wt , )
for t 0, and B0 = d ⌅0 ( ).

The computation of (5) can be implemented either in
reverse mode or forward mode [9]. Reverse-mode di↵erentiation (RMD) computes (5) by back-propagation:
↵T = rŵ⇤ f, hT = r f,
h t 1 = h t + B t ↵ t , ↵ t 1 = At ↵ t

(6)

and finally d f = h 1 . Forward-mode di↵erentiation
(FMD) computes (5) by forward propagation:
Z0 = B0 , Zt+1 = Zt At+1 + Bt+1 ,
d f = ZT rŵ⇤ f + r f

(7)

The choice between RMD and FMD is a trade-o↵ based
on the size of w 2 RM and 2 RN (see Table 1 for
a comparison). For example, one drawback of RMD
is that all the intermediate variables {wt 2 RM }Tt=1
need to be stored in memory in order to compute At
and Bt in the backward pass. Therefore, RMD is only
applicable when M T is small,p
as in [20]. Checkpointing [24] can reduce this to M T , but it doubles the
computation time. Complementary to RMD, FMD
propagates the matrix Zt 2 RM ⇥N in line with the
forward evaluation of the dynamical system (4), and
does not require any additional memory to save the intermediate variables. However, propagating the matrix
Zt instead of vectors requires memory of size M N and
is N -times slower compared with RMD.
3

Note that this assumes g is twice di↵erentiable.

3

TRUNCATED
BACK-PROPAGATION

In this paper, we investigate approximating (5) with
partial sums, which was previously proposed as a heuristic for bilevel optimization ([10] Eq. 3, [11] Eq. 2). Formally, we perform K-step truncated back-propagation
(K-RMD) and use the intermediate variable hT K to
construct an approximate gradient:
PT
hT K = r f + t=T K+1 Bt At+1 · · · AT rŵ⇤ f (8)
This approach requires storing only the last K iterates
wt , and it also saves computation time. Note that KRMD can be combined with checkpointing for further
savings, although we do not investigate this.
3.1

General properties

We first establish some intuitions about why using KRMD to optimize is reasonable. While building up an
approximate gradient by truncating back-propagation
in general optimization problems can lead to large
bias, the bilevel optimization problem in (1) has some
nice structure. Here we show that if the lower-level
objective g is locally strongly convex around ŵ⇤ , then
the bias of hT K can be exponentially small in K.
That is, choosing a small K would suffice to give a
good gradient approximation in finite precision. The
proof is given in Appendix A.
Proposition 3.1. Assume g is -smooth, twice
di↵erentiable, and locally ↵-strongly convex in w
around {wT K 1 , . . . , wT }. Let ⌅t+1 (wt , ) = wt
rw g(wt , ). For  1 , it holds
khT

K

d f k  2T

K+1

(1

↵)K krŵ⇤ f kMB (9)

where MB = maxt2{0,...,T K} kBt k. In particular, if g
is globally ↵-strongly convex, then
khT

K

d fk 

(1

↵)K
krŵ⇤ f kMB .
↵

(10)

Note 0  (1
↵) < 1 since  1  ↵1 . Therefore,
Proposition 3.1 says that if ŵ⇤ converges to the neighborhood of a strict local minimum of the lower-level
optimization, then the bias of using the approximate
gradient of K-RMD decays exponentially in K. This
exponentially decaying property is the main reason why
using hT K to update the hyperparameter works.
Next we show that, when the lower-level problem g is
second-order continuously di↵erentiable, hT K actually is a sufficient descent direction. This is a much
stronger property than the small bias shown in Proposition 3.1, and it is critical in order to prove convergence
to exact stationary points (cf. Theorem 3.4). To build
intuition, here we consider a simpler problem where
g is globally strongly convex and r f = 0. These
assumptions will be relaxed in the next subsection.
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Lemma 3.2. Let g be globally strongly convex and
r f = 0. Assume g is second-order continuously differentiable and Bt has full column rank for all t. Let
⌅t+1 (wt , ) = wt rw g(wt , ). For all K 1, with T
large enough and small enough, there exists c > 0, s.t.
h>
ckrŵ⇤ f k2 . This implies hT K is a suffiT Kd f
cient descent direction, i.e. h>
⌦(kd f k2 ).
T Kd f

The full proof of this non-trivial result is given in Appendix B. Here we provide some ideas about why it is
true. First, by Proposition 3.1, we know the bias decays exponentially. However, this alone is not sufficient
to show that hT K is a sufficient descent direction.
To show the desired result, Lemma 3.2 relies on the
assumption that g is second-order continuously di↵erentiable and the fact that using gradient descent to
optimize a well-conditioned function has linear convergence [25]. These two new structural properties
further reduce the bias in Proposition 3.1 and lead to
Lemma 3.2. Here the full rank assumption for Bt is
made to simplify the proof. We conjecture that this
condition can be relaxed when K > 1. We leave this
to future work.
3.2

Convergence

With these insights, we analyze the convergence of
bilevel optimization with truncated back-propagation.
Using Proposition 3.1, we can immediately deduce that
optimizing with hT K converges on-average to an
✏-approximate stationary point. Let rF ( ⌧ ) denote
the hypergradient in the ⌧ th iteration.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose F is smooth and bounded below, and suppose there is ✏ < 1 such that khT K
d f k  ✏. Using hT K as a stochastic first-order
orap
cle with a decaying step size ⌘⌧ = O(1/ ⌧ ) to update
with gradient descent, it follows after R iterations,
" R
#
✓
◆
2
X ⌘⌧ krF ( ⌧ )k2
e ✏ + ✏ p+ 1 .
E
O
PR
R
⌧ =1
⌧ =1 ⌘⌧

That is, under the assumptions in Proposition 3.1,
learning with hT K converges to an ✏-approximate stationary point, where ✏ = O((1
↵) K ).
We see that the bias becomes small as K increases. As
a result, it is sufficient to perform K-step truncated
back-propagation with K = O(log 1/✏) to update .
Next, using Lemma 3.2, we show that the bias term
in Theorem 3.3 can be removed if the problem is more
structured. As promised, we relax the simplifications
made in Lemma 3.2 into assumptions 2 and 3 below
and only assume g is locally strongly convex.
Theorem 3.4. Under the assumptions in Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3, if in addition
1. g is second-order continuously di↵erentiable

2. Bt has full column rank around wT
3. r f > (d f + hT

r f)

K

⌦(kr f k2 )

4. the problem is deterministic (i.e. F = f )

then for all K 1, with T large enough and small
enough, the limit point is an exact stationary point, i.e.
lim⌧ !1 krF ( ⌧ )k = 0.
Theorem 3.4 shows that if the partial derivative r f
does not interfere strongly with the partial derivative
computed through back-propagating the lower-level optimization procedure (assumption 3), then optimizing
with hT K converges to an exact stationary point. This
is a very strong result for an interesting special case. It
shows that even with one-step back-propagation hT 1 ,
updating can converge to a stationary point.
This non-interference assumption unfortunately is necessary; otherwise, truncating the full RMD leads to constant bias, as we show below (proved in Appendix E).
Theorem 3.5. There is a problem, satisfying all but
assumption 3 in Theorem 3.4, such that optimizing
with hT K does not converge to a stationary point.
Note however that the non-interference assumption is
satisfied when r f = 0, i.e. when the upper-level problem does not directly depend on the hyperparameter.
This is the case for many practical applications: e.g.
hyperparameter optimization, meta-learning regularization models, image desnosing [26, 14], data hypercleaning [9], and task interaction [27].
3.3

Relationship with implicit di↵erentiation

The gradient estimate hT K is related to implicit differentiation, which is a classical first-order approach to
solving bilevel optimization problems [12, 13]. Assume
g is second-order continuously di↵erentiable and that its
optimal solution uniquely exists such that w⇤ = w⇤ ( ).
By the implicit function theorem [28], the total derivative of f with respect to can be written as
d f =r f

r

1
,w grw,w grŵ⇤ f

(11)

where all derivatives are evaluated at (w⇤ ( ), ) and
r ,w g = r (rw g) 2 RN ⇥M .

Here we show that, in the limit where ŵ⇤ converges to
w⇤ , hT K can be viewed as approximating the matrix
inverse in (11) with an order-K Taylor series. This can
be seen from the next proposition.

Proposition 3.6. Under the assumptions in Proposition 3.1, suppose wt converges to a stationary point
w⇤ . Let A1 = limt!1 At and B1 = limt!1 Bt . For
< 1 , it satisfies that
r

1
,w grw,w g

= B1

P1

k=0

Ak1

(12)
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By Proposition 3.6, we can write d f in (11) as
d f =r f
= hT

K

1
,w grw,w grŵ⇤ f
1
X
B1
Ak1 rŵ⇤ f

r
+

k=K

That is, hT K captures the first K terms in the Taylor
series, and the residue term has an upper bound as in
Proposition 3.1.
Given this connection, we can compare the use of hT K
and approximating (11) using K steps of conjugate gradient descent for high-dimensional problems [6]. First,
both approaches require local strong-convexity to ensure a good approximation. Specifically, let  = ↵ > 0
locally around the limit. Using hT K has a bias in
1 K
O((1
 ) ), whereas using (11) and inverting the
matrix with K iterations of conjugate gradient has
a bias in O((1 p1 )K ) [29]. Therefore, when w⇤ is
available, solving (11) with conjugate gradient descent
is preferable. However, in practice, this is hardly true.
When an approximate solution ŵ⇤ to the lower-level
problem is used, adopting (11) has no control on the
approximate error, nor does it necessarily yield a descent direction. On the contrary, hT K is based on
Proposition 3.1, which uses a weaker assumption and
does not require the convergence of wt to a stationary
point. Truncated back-propagation can also optimize
the hyperparameters that control the lower-level optimization process, which the implicit di↵erentiation
approach cannot do.

4

EXPERIMENTS

4.1

Toy problem

Consider the following simple problem for , w 2 R2 :
min kŵ⇤ k2 + 10k sin(ŵ⇤ )k2 =: f (ŵ⇤ , )

s.t. ŵ⇤ ⇡ arg min 12 (w
w

)> G(w

) =: g(w, )

where k · k is the `2 norm, sine is applied elementwise,
G = diag(1, 12 ), and we define ŵ⇤ as the result of
T = 100 steps of gradient descent on g with learning
rate
= 0.1, initialized at w0 = (2, 2). A plot of
f (·, ) is shown in Figure. 1. We will use this problem
to visualize the theorems and explore the empirical
properties of truncated back-propagation.
This deterministic problem satisfies all of the assumptions in the previous section, particularly those of Theorem 3.4: g is 1-smooth and 12 -strongly convex, with
Bt+1 = r [wt

rw g(wt , )] = G

and B0 = 0. Although f is somewhat complicated, with
many saddle points, it satisfies the non-interference
assumption because r f = 0.

Figure 1: Graph of f and visualization of Prop. 3.1.

Figure 2: The ratio h>
T
for f and fe respectively.

Kd

f /kd f k2 at various

⌧,

Figure 1 visualizes Proposition 3.1 by plotting the
approximation error khT K d f k and the theoretical
K
bound (1 ↵↵) krŵ⇤ f kMB at
= (1, 1). For this
problem, ↵ = 12 , MB = k Gk = , and rŵ⇤ f can be
found analytically from ŵ⇤ = Cw0 + (I C) , where
C = (I
G)T . Figure 4 (left) plots the iterates ⌧
when optimizing f using 1-RMD and a decaying meta⌘0 4
learning rate ⌘⌧ = p
. In comparison with the true
⌧
gradient d f at these points, we see that hT 1 is indeed
a descent direction. Figure 2 (left) visualizes this in a
2
di↵erent way, by plotting h>
T K d f /kd f k for various
K at each point ⌧ along the K = 1 trajectory. By
Lemma 3.2, this ratio stays well away from zero.
To demonstrate the biased convergence of Theorem 3.3,
we break assumption 3 of Theorem 3.4 by changing
the upper objective to fe(ŵ⇤ , ) := f (ŵ⇤ , ) + 5k
(1, 0)k2 so that r fe 6= 0. The guarantee of Lemma
3.2 no longer applies, and we see in Figure 2 (right)
2
that h>
T K d f /kd f k can become negative. Indeed,
Figure 3 shows that optimizing fe with hT 1 converges
to a suboptimal point. However, it also shows that
using larger K rapidly decreases the bias.
For the original objective f , Theorem 3.4 guarantees
exact convergence. Figure 4 shows optimization trajectories for various K, and a log-scale plot of their
convergence rates. Note that, because the lower-level
problem cannot be perfectly solved within T steps,
the optimal
is o↵set from the origin. Truncated
back-propagation can handle this, but it breaks the
assumptions required by the implicit di↵erentiation
approach to bilevel optimization.
4

Because khT K k varies widely with K, we tune ⌘0 to
ensure that the first update ⌘1 hT K ( 1 ) has norm 0.6.
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Table 2: Hypercleaning metrics after 1000 hyperiters.
K
1
5
25
50
100

Test Acc.
87.50
88.05
88.12
88.17
88.33

Val. Acc.
89.32
89.90
89.94
90.18
90.24

Val. Loss
0.413
0.383
0.382
0.381
0.380

F1
0.85
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.88

Figure 3: Biased convergence for fe. The red X marks
the optimal .

Figure 5: kd f k vs. hyperiteration for hypercleaning.
Figure 4: Convergence for f .
4.2
4.2.1

Hyperparameter optimization problems
Data hypercleaning

In this section, we evaluate K-RMD on a hyperparameter optimization problem. The goal of data hypercleaning [9] is to train a linear classifier for MNIST [30],
with the complication that half of our training labels
have been corrupted. To do this with hyperparameter
optimization, let W 2 R10⇥785 be the weights of the
classifier, with the outer objective f measuring the
cross-entropy loss on a cleanly labeled validation set.
The inner objective is defined as weighted cross-entropy
training loss plus regularization:
g(W, ) =

P5000
i=1

2
( i ) log(e>
yi W xi ) + 0.001kW kF

where (xi , yi ) are the training examples, denotes the
sigmoid function, i 2 R, and k · kF is the Frobenius
norm. We optimize to minimize validation loss, presumably by decreasing the weight of the corrupted
examples. The optimization dimensions are | | = 5000,
|W | = 7850. Franceschi et al. [9] previously solved this
problem with full RMD, and it happens to satisfy many
of our theoretical assumptions, making it an interesting
case for empirical study.5
We optimize the lower-level problem g through T = 100
steps of gradient descent with = 1 and consider how
5

We have reformulated the constrained problem from [9] as
an unconstrained one that more closely matches our theoretical assumptions. For the same reason, we regularized
g to make it strongly convex. Finally, we do not retrain
on the hypercleaned training + validation data. This is
because, for our purposes, comparing the performance of
ŵ⇤ across K is sufficient.

adjusting K changes the performance of K-RMD.6
Our hypothesis is that K-RMD for small K works
almost as well as full RMD in terms of validation and
test accuracy, while requiring less time and far less
memory. We also hypothesize that K-RMD does almost
as well as full RMD in identifying which samples were
corrupted [9]. Because our formulation of the problem
is unconstrained, the weights ( i ) are never exactly
zero. However, we can calculate an F1 score by setting
a threshold on : if ( i ) < ( 3) ⇡ 0.047, then the
hyper-cleaner has marked example i as corrupted.7
Table 2 reports these metrics for various K. We see that
1-RMD is somewhat worse than the others, and that
validation loss (the outer objective f ) decreases with K
more quickly than generalization error. The F1 score
is already maximized at K = 5. These preliminary
results indicate that in situations with limited memory,
K-RMD for small K (e.g. K = 5) may be a reasonable
fallback: it achieves results close to full backprop, and
it runs about twice as fast.
From a theoretical optimization perspective, we wonder
whether K-RMD converges to a stationary point of f .
Data hypercleaning satisfies all of the assumptions of
Theorem 3.4 except that Bt is not full column rank
(since M < N ). In particular, the validation loss f is
deterministic and satisfies r f = 0. Figure 5 plots the
norm of the true gradient d f on a log scale at the
K-RMD iterates for various K. We see that, despite
satisfying almost all assumptions, this problem exhibits
biased convergence. The limit of kd f k decreases slowly
with K, but recall from Table 2 that practical metrics
improve more quickly.
6
7

See Appendix G.1 for more experimental setup.
F1 scores for other choices of the threshold were very
similar. See Appendix G.1 for details.
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4.2.2

Task interaction

l(w) +

X

1i,jK

Cij kwi

w j k2 + ⇢

V
X
v=1

kwv k2

where l(w) is the training loss of the multi-class linear
logistic regression model, ⇢ is a regularization constant,
and C is a nonnegative, symmetric hyperparameter
matrix that encodes the similarity between each pair
of tasks. After 100 iterations of gradient descent with
learning rate 0.1, this yields ŵ⇤ . The upper-level objective c(ŵ⇤ ) estimates the linear regression loss of the
learned model ŵ⇤ on a validation set. Presumably, this
will be improved by tuning C to reflect the true similarities between the tasks. The tasks that we consider
are image recognition trained on very small subsets of
the datasets CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100.8
From an optimization standpoint, we are most interested in the upper-level loss on the validation set, since
that is what is directly optimized, and its value is a
good indication of the performance of the inexact gradient. Figure 6 plots this learning curve along with
two other metrics of theoretical interest: norm of the
true gradient, and cosine similarity between the true
and approximate gradients. In CIFAR100, the validation error and gradient norm plots show that K-RMD
converges to an approximate stationary point with a
bias that rapidly decreases as K increases, agreeing
with Proposition 3.1. Also, we find that negative values
exist in the cosine similarity of 1-RMD, which implies
that not all the assumptions in Theorem 3.4 hold for
this problem (e.g. Bt might not be full rank, or the
the inner problem might not be locally strong convex
around ŵ⇤ .) In CIFAR10, some unusal behavior happens. For K > 1, the truncated gradient and the full
gradient directions eventually become almost the same.
We believe this is a very interesting observation but
beyond the scope of the paper to explain.
In Table 3, we report the testing accuracy over 10
trials. While in general increasing the number of backpropagation steps improves accuracy, the gaps are small.
A thorough investigation of the relationship between
convergence and generalization is an interesting open
question of both theoretical and practical importance.
4.3

Meta-learning: One-shot classification

The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of truncated back-propagation in multi-task,
8

See Appendix G.2 for more details.

CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

We next consider the problem of multitask learning [27].
Similar to [9], we formulate this as a hyperparameter
optimization problem as follows. The lower-level objective g(w, {C, ⇢}) learns V di↵erent linear models with
parameter set w = {wv }Vv=1 :

Table 3: Test accuracy for task interaction. Few-step
K-RMD achieves similar performance as full RMD.
Method
1-RMD
5-RMD
25-RMD
Full RMD
1-RMD
5-RMD
25-RMD
Full RMD

Avg. Acc.
61.11 ± 1.23
61.33 ± 1.08
61.31 ± 1.24
61.28 ± 1.21
34.37 ± 0.63
34.34 ± 0.68
34.51 ± 0.69
34.70 ± 0.64

||d f ||

Val Err.
1-RMD
5-RMD
25-RMD
FMD

.25

Avg. Iter.
3300
4950
4825
4500
7440
8805
8660
5670

10

3

10

5

20000

0.5

40000

Val Err.

Cosine Sim.

1.0

.20
0

Sec/iter.
0.8
1.3
1.4
2.2
1.0
1.4
1.6
2.8

0

10

1

10

3

20000

40000

||d f ||

0.0

0

20000

40000

Cosine Sim.

1.0

3.5
3.0
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0.0
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Figure 6: Upper-level objective loss (first column), norm
of the exact gradient (second column), and cosine similarity
(last column) vs. hyper-iteration on CIFAR10 (first row)
and CIFAR100 (second row) datasets.

stochastic optimization problems. We consider in particular the one-shot classification problem [20], where
each task T is a k-way classification problem and the
goal is learn a hyperparameter such that each task
can be solved with few training samples.
In each hyper-iteration, we sample a task, a training set,
and a validation set as follows: First, k classes are randomly chosen from a pool of classes to define the sampled task T . Then the training set S = {(xi , yi )}ki=1
is created by randomly drawing one training example
(xi , yi ) from each of the k classes. The validation set Q
is constructed similarly, but with more examples from
each class. The lower-level objective gS (w, ) is
P
PV
cj ||2
(xi ,yi )2S l(nn(xi ; w, ), yi ) +
j=1 ⇢j ||wj

where l(·, ·) is the k-way cross-entropy loss, and
nn(·; w, ) is a deep neural network parametrized by
w = {w1 , . . . , wV } and optionally hyperparameter .
To prevent overfitting in the lower-level optimization,
we regularize each parameter wj to be close to center
cj with weight ⇢j > 0. Both cj and ⇢j are hyperparameters, as well as the inner learning rate . The
upper-level objective is the loss of the trained network
on the sampled validation set Q. In contrast to other
experiments, this is a stochastic optimization problem. Also, A (S)(xi ) = nn(xi ; ŵ⇤ , ) depends directly
on the hyperparameter , in addition to the indirect
dependence through ŵ⇤ (i.e. r f 6= 0).

Truncated Back-propagation for Bilevel Optimization

Table 4: Results for one-shot learning on Omniglot
dataset. K-RMD reaches similar performance as full
RMD, is considerably faster, and requires less memory.

Mean Accuracy

Mean Error
1-RMD
10-RMD
25-RMD
Full RMD

1.0

0.9

0.8
0.8

Method
1-RMD
10-RMD
25-RMD
Full RMD
1-RMD
10-RMD
Short horizon

Accuracy
95.6
96.3
96.1
95.8
97.7
97.8
96.6

iter.
5K
5K
5K
5K
15K
15K
15K

0.6

Sec/iter.
0.4
0.7
1.3
2.2
0.4
0.7
0.1

0.7

0.4

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

0.2

0
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Cosine Similarity
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l_2 Error
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Figure 7: Omniglot results. Plots 1 and 2: Test accuracy
We use the Omniglot dataset [31] and a similar neural
network as used in [20] with small modifications. Please
refer to Appendix G.3 for more details about the model
and the data splits. We set T = 50 and optimize over
the hyperparameter = { l1 , l2 , c, ⇢, }. The average
accuracy of each model is evaluated over 120 randomly
sampled training and validation sets from the metatesting dataset. For comparison, we also try using
full RMD with a very short horizon T = 1, which is
common in recent work on few-shot learning [20].
The statistics are shown in Table 4 and the learning
curves in Figure 7. In addition to saving memory, all
truncated methods are faster than full RMD, sometimes even five times faster. These results suggest that
running few-step back-propagation with more hyperiterations can be more efficient than the full RMD. To
support this hypothesis, we also ran 1-RMD and 10RMD for an especially large number of hyper-iterations
(15k). Even with this many hyper-iterations, the total
runtime is less than full RMD with 5000 iterations, and
the results are significantly improved. We also find that
while using a short horizon (T = 1) is faster, it achieves
a lower accuracy at the same number of iterations.
Finally, we verify some of our theorems in practice.
Figure 7 (fourth plot) shows that when the lower-level
problem is regularized, the relative `2 error between the
K-RMD approximate gradient and the exact gradient
decays exponentially as K increases. This was guaranteed by Proposition 3.1. However, this exponential
decay is not seen for the non-regularized model (⇢ = 0).
This suggests that the local strong convexity assumption is essential in order to have exponential decay in
practice. Figure 7 (third plot) shows the cosine similarity between the inexact gradient and full gradient
over the course of meta-training. Note that the cosine
similarity measures are always positive, indicating that
the inexact gradients are indeed descent directions. It
also seems that the cosine similarities show a slight
decay over time.

and val. error vs. number of hyper-iterations for di↵erent
RMD depths. K-RMD methods show similar performance
as the full RMD. Plot 3: Cosine similarity between inexact
gradient and full RMD over hyper-iterations. Plot 4: Relative `2 error of inexact gradient and full RMD vs. reverse
depth. Regularized version shows exponential decay.

5

CONCLUSION

We analyze K-RMD, a first-order heuristic for solving
bilevel optimization problems when the lower-level optimization is itself approximated in an iterative way.
We show that K-RMD is a valid alternative to full
RMD from both theoretical and empirical standpoints.
Theoretically, we identify sufficient conditions for which
the hyperparameters converge to an approximate or
exact stationary point of the upper-level objective. The
key observation is that when ŵ⇤ is near a strict local
minimum of the lower-level objective, gradient approximation error decays exponentially with reverse depth.
Empirically, we explore the properties of this optimization method with four proof-of-concept experiments.
We find that although exact convergence appears to
be uncommon in practice, the performance of K-RMD
is close to full RMD in terms of application-specific
metrics (such as generalization error). It is also roughly
twice as fast. These results suggest that in hyperparameter optimization or meta learning applications with
memory constraints, truncated back-propagation is a
reasonable choice.
Our experiments use a modest number of parameters
M , hyperparameters N , and horizon length T . This is
because we need to be able to calculate both K-RMD
and full RMD in order to compare their performance.
One promising direction for future research is to use
K-RMD for bilevel optimization problems that require
powerful function approximators at both levels of optimization. Truncated RMD makes this approach feasible
and enables comparing bilevel optimization to other
meta-learning methods on difficult benchmarks.

Amirreza Shaban*, Ching-An Cheng*, Nathan Hatch, Byron Boots
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